NOVA
For a growing business

Purified, iconic forms and use of
minimum accessories create an impression
of cleanliness and comfort even in confined
spaces.
Multicolor fabrics or white, ice green
and orange glass screens - individualize
workplaces. Variety of colors and a design

NOVA

according to any individual request are
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available.
Flexible combination of furniture creates a
workplace that satisfies any individual.

Furniture is easy transformable
and adjustable to any change of an
organization or an employee’s needs.
The desking combination and layout creates
an open and dynamic office atmosphere,
where individual

and common

workplaces are flexibly combined.
Easy fitted to either open or
closed office spaces. Various types
of workplace combination are available:
for those who actively cooperate or work
together as a team, for smaller groups
making project-related work as well as for
those who work individually.
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Beauty in simplicity. Purified style, iconic shapes. Individuality. Workplace is designed to meet
needs and all type of activities. Functionality. Flexible arrangement of workplaces in your space.
Private and common space combinations are available.
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Pull out the cabinet – it is comfortable for your
colleague to sit down on the cushion.
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Team Office

Simply integrated workplace for teamwork.
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Team Office
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Managers

For dreams that come true. For a leader who can see things within reach and beyond.
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Meetings

Save your time. Be creative with no distractions. Free flowing space, for free flowing thinking. Different
shape table combinations are available.
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Meetings

Do not raise your voice - better raise a table. Adjustable height
boardroom table for high-spirited meetings.
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1 Perspex glass screen
2 Screen covered with fabric
3 Modesty panel
4 Perspex glass panel
5 “Scoop” cut-out for cables
6-7 Power socket block
8 Plastic cable spine
9 Metal cable tray fixed under the desktop
10 CPU holder
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Cupboards

The wide range of modules allows to organize your

Different types of handles.

work in the office by your own needs. UNIversal storage

Available bases: plinth, metal legs, castors.

system is suitable for all desking systems.
We offer the various modules of bookcases and
cabinets in four different heights and widths with
the depth being 425 mm. The system enables you to
choose from sliding-, tambour-, hinged- or clear glassdoors. File drawers can also be fixed on the 800 and
1000 mm wide units, combined with doors
or without.
600, 800, 1000 and 1200 mm wide cabinets allow to
utilize the space in your office. Doors, shelves (for
600mm, 800mm, 1200 mm cabinets) and side panels
in Uni storage system are in E-1 approved 18mm
particleboard, shelves
(for 1000 mm cabinets) and tops for all versions are in
25 mm particleboard covered with melamine.

P- depth mm
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Team Office

Managers

Team Office

P- depth mm
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Fabrics, 100% wolle

Fabrics, 100% polyester
H= 720 mm

H= 720 mm

H= 730 - 1160 mm

GE1
H= 400 mm
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H= 440 mm
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Trading Company

Production

“Abu partneriai” UAB
Seskines str. 55a
07159 Vilnius, Lithuania
Tel. +370 5 243 14 05
Fax. +370 5 248 26 88
sales@narbutas.com

Ziedo str. 44
LT-20132 Ukmerge, Lithuania
Tel. +370 699 43 558
production@narbutas.com

Export Manager
Gintaras Zdanys
Mob. +370 699 94 282
gintaras.zdanys@narbutas.lt

Production Manager
Vadim Klebanskij
Mob. +370 699 46 798
vadim.klebanskij@narbutas.lt

www.narbutas.com

